ECOLOGISTS OF DIVERSE PERSONAL BACKGROUNDS AND IDENTITIES
While there has not been any published report about demographic composition of ecology professionals equivalent to the recent Nature Geosciences paper about racial
and ethnic minorities in earth, ocean, and atmospheric sciences, available information suggests that ecology has made little progress in various measures of diversity.
Deliberate and well-designed interventions aimed at supporting and retaining diverse individuals in the field (in addition to conventional activities focused on
recruitment) would provide practical support as well as signaling a more welcoming profession; in turn, a more diverse ecology workforce would likely improve both our
science and its application. The suggestions below address aspects of Society activity that would be more inclusive of (and welcoming to) individuals from many
demographic groups currently underrepresented in ESA: racial and ethnic minorities, international individuals, parents of young children, individuals with mobility and
sensory disabilities.
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Holding Annual Meetings at locations outside USA.
Reduce cost of Annual Meeting registration for attendants from
developing countries.
Include presentations in languages other than English.
Have ESA representatives at meetings of other scientific societies (e.g.,
a booth). At these meetings, ESA could offer discounted membership
prices.
Allow virtual access to some of the content of the Annual Meeting (live
streaming or recordings for asynchronous access); content available to
ESA members only should increase membership numbers.
1. Limiting access to real time only would prevent some of the
international audience to participate due to differences in hours. Not
being able to make it fit one’s schedule may also be inconvenient in
general.
2. Recordings may be available indefinitely or for a limited time (e.g.,
for a year) on ESA’s website. The IT team should be consulted on
the pros and cons of each option.
Send out meeting emails with a reminder about visa applications.
Family- or parent-friendly strategies at annual meeting or other events:
1. Nursing rooms and facilities
2. Pass for partner (or caregiver) and child to meet parent in
meeting venue
3. Sliding fee scale for childcare at meeting site
Schedule plenary or other major timeslot for presentations by award
recipients for Odum Ecology Education Award, Commitment to
Human Diversity Award, Honorary Member Award, etc.
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For annual meetings or other events: start meeting plenary with
acknowledgment of indigenous land on which we are meeting, have
brief welcome from local tribe or nation; invite local tribes or nations
to meet with our TEK section or send attendees.
For annual meeting: Identify a contact person to provide information and
support for persons with disabilities considering attending meeting;
publicize those accommodations that will be provided and highlight
that we will provide additional accommodations for those who let us
know what they need.
Recognize early / mid career and late career ecologists for excellence in
mentorship
Require / use speaker diversity as a criterion in evaluating symposium
and organized oral and poster sessions - include diversity statement
as a part of application
Ensure that contributed oral and poster sessions contain diverse
participants
Promote use of #DiversifyEEB or similar resources for those planning
symposia or panels
For annual meeting: add to the name badge preferred pronouns, and
give training to presiders about how to introduce people by their
preferred pronoun
For annual meeting: add to the name badge or share a sticker for
languages a given person can fluently speak (this could promote
people speaking in other languages)
Provide guidelines to presenters (oral and poster) for making
presentations accessible to people with sensory
disabilities;(https://esajournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002
/fee.1771) -- and include compliance with these guidelines as part of
the judging for talk and poster award judging.
Consult resource guides such as those available on-line presenting
social science perspectives on creating inclusive meeting
environments and preventing harassment of our members at
meetings or in other settings; create ESA’s own version of a checklist
for assessing and assuring diversity and inclusion at our meetings.
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Resource guide for making meetings and other events as inclusive as
possible:
https://othersociologist.com/how-to-support-equity-anddiversity-in-academic-and-science-events/
Resource guide for preventing and responding to harassment, including
race- and gender-based
harassment:
https://othersociologist.com/sociology-publicharassment-prevention-policies/
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